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Harry Styles

by Miles Mathis

I know that some of my readers wish I would write only about the most important topics, but a little 
bird told me today to write this short exposé of Styles.  Something told me it would be fantastically 
easy, and it was.

I guess you can see why he bugged me.  He is on the cover of Rolling Stone or some such mag this 
month.  I saw him in line at market.   It wasn't the pic above, but one equally revolting.  I thought to 
myself, “There he is, undersized [5'11” my ass] gay rich boy of the week, looking as punchable as 
humanly possible.”  Every few days they have another one of these little twits to force down our throats  
as fascinating.  I didn't have a clue who he was, so I looked him up.  He is a singer, apparently, from the  
band One Dimensional or something.  Wikipedia tells he comes from a line of farm laborers in Norfolk.  
Yeah, right.  I bet myself a million dollars he was from the peerage and huge wealth, and now I have to  
find someway to write myself a check.

In the encyclopedia entries, we are told Harry's father Desmond is in finance, but nothing more.  With a 
little more research, we find he was Operations Manager of HFC Bank for 16 years.  What is that?  It is  
a large bank in Ghana, Africa.  If we search on that, we find it admitted at Wikipedia that HFC is a 
shell bank for Universal Merchant Bank, Ghana.  But since much of the stock in HFC is owned by  
Union Bank of Nigeria, we have a series of shunts and fronts here.  Union Bank was formerly Barclays 
Bank, so you begin to see the lay of the land.  Desmond Styles is already looking like a pretty shady 
character.  

We then learn Desmond worked for Quickdox Limited.  What is that?  Hard to tell.  On its website, it  
says it is “the UK's leading field agent and document collecting company”.  What?  Is that supposed to 
mean something?  Field agent.  I looked that up, and of course the only thing that came up was a spy 
that worked in the field.  The entire website looks like a front for Intel, or a shell for something else.  
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Desmond Styles now runs his own consulting company.  A freelance agent, eh?  

Clearly, we weren't going to be told anything sensible about this Desmond Styles, so I went directly to 
thepeerage.com, to research the Styles and Selley families.  Of course the Styles were Baronets.  This 
was more than 100 years ago, but they were related to everyone.  The sister of the 4 th Baronet, Mary 
Styles, married Philip Egerton, and their children include Sir John Grey-Egerton, 8th Baronet; Sir Philip 
Grey-Egerton, 9th Baronet; General Sir Charles Bulkeley Egerton; and Rowland Egerton-Warburton. 
Notice the name Grey, which links them to the Greys of Northumberland we have seen over and over. 
We will see them again below.  General Egerton was a Knight Grand Cross, Order of St. Michael and 
St. George.  He was also a Knight Commander, Hanoverian Order.  He married a Troubridge, linking 
him to those Baronets.  His daughter married a Pitt.  Rowland Egerton married Emma Croxton, whose 
mother was Emma Warburton.  This name was so important, Rowland took the name of his mother-
in-law.  These Warburtons were also Baronets, from Chester and Cheshire.  You will remember that 
location from my papers on the Stanley Earls, from the same place.  We are about to see them again, 
too.  Harry Styles' family is still from Cheshire.  

There is not much information on these Warburtons, but I suspect they are related to the Warburgs of 
Germany, famous Jewish bankers.  They later joined the Schiffs.  They admit the Warburgs took the 
name from the city they were living in at the time, but they don't tell us what the name was before  
Warburg.   We are told they descended from Simon von Cassel,  but  again,  that  just  means “from 
Cassel”.   The Warburtons are equally mysterious, with the earliest mentioned at Wikipedia being a 
Dean of Wells in 1631.   But Geni.com takes them further back.   There we find them as Knights of  
Chester, related to Booths, Houghtons, Middletons, Breretons (Lord Chief Justice of Ireland), Duttons, 
and Grosvenors; until we come to a Sir John Warburton of about 1500, who married Jane Stanley.  She 
was the daughter of Sir William Stanley, and we have seen him before.  He was the brother of Thomas 
Stanley, 1st Earl of Derby, and titular King of Mann.  He put the Tudors on the throne.  William was 
allegedly beheaded, but that was just an early fake. 

 

The Grosvenors are important as well, since the Grey-Egerton Baronets eventually became the Barons 
and then Earls of Wilton (around 1800).  When Lord Wilton died in 1814, the Earldom passed to his 
grandson, Thomas Grosvenor.  And these Egertons had also descended from Stanley lines (a second 
time), since a Sir John Egerton had married Margaret Stanley in about 1580.  She was the daughter of 
Sir Rowland Stanley of Hooton.  They were later also Baronets (1661).  The 11th Baronet, Rowland 
Stanley, changed his name to Errington and moved to that estate in  Northumberland.  Notice how 



Northumberland  keeps  coming  up,  too:  the  Greys  were  from  there.   The  Errington  estate  in 
Northumberland was Sandhoe Hall, just a stone's throw from other noble residences we looked at in my 
paper on Daisy Ridley, including Blagdon Hall, home of Viscount Ridley, Baron Wensleydale; and 
Howick Hall, of the Greys and later Barings.   

But let's go back to the Styles in the peerage.  There are much more recent examples, including Jessie  
Styles,  daughter  of  George  Gaviller  Styles  of  Knockhall,  Kent.   She  married  Frederick  Murray-
Gourlay, 25th Baron of Kincraig, in 1893.  She died in 1955.   Her son and grandson were also Barons. 
Then we have David Philip Dowling Styles, whose dates and parentage are curiously scrubbed.  But we 
can  tell  from  the  name  Dowling  he  was  related  to  that  family,  which  is  also  related  to  the  
Stuarts/Stewarts  (and  all  the  rest—including  Hitler).   He  married  Patricia  Moore,  daughter  of 
Commander  Oliver  Russell Moore.   This  links  the  Styles  to  the  Moores,  Carters  and  Russells. 
Curiously, Oliver's mother is not given, but she would be the  Russell.  His father is given as Arthur 
Montague Moore, which of course links them to the Montagues as well—another very old family of 
the peerage, later  related to George Washington.  These Moores were also related to the Achesons, 
Earls of Gosford.  See for example Archibald Montagu Acheson, 5th Earl, died 1954.  He maried Louisa 
Montagu, daughter of the Duke of Manchester.  

And, yes, Truman's Secretary of State Dean Acheson was related to these folks, since his father was 
born in England.  They try to hide this by scrubbing Dean Acheson's genealogy, with no grandparents 
given.   But Acheson's mother is also a clue, since she was a Gooderham, related to the Worts.  Worts is 
a variation of Wertz, which is Jewish.  Gooderham and Worts were distillers and bankers.   Their 
company Gooderham and Worts was once the largest distiller in Canada.  And do you want to guess 
who Dean Acheson's wife was? . . .

If you guessed a Stanley, you win today's top prize.  She was Alice Caroline Stanley.  For today's 
second prize, guess who her daughter married . . .

A Bundy.   William Bundy, brother of McGeorge Bundy, both CIA founders.     

The 6th Earl of Gosford was Archibald Stanley Acheson, so we can see that Dean Acheson actually 
married a cousin.  Alice Stanley was descended from the Stanleys of Hartford, and they descend from 
Stanleys of Kent.  And where were the Styles from at that time?  Kent.  

The Styles in the peerage are also related to the Townshends.  Think Pete Townshend of The Who, 
another promoted English pop musician.  We even find a John Townshend in this search married to an 
Elizabeth Montgomery.  Oh no!  My favorite witch, too?  Arrow through the heart.  
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Harry Styles' mother is supposed to be a Selley, but I find that doubtful.  Her mother is given as Mary 
Selley.  Hmmm.  Not Mary Shelley?  Given what we have found about Harry's father, I would guess 
Selley should either be Sellers or Shelley or Zelly.   To find out which, we search on Selley and Zelley,  
finding the Zelleys were from Lancashire and Cheshire but not the Selleys.   This would indicate Styles' 
mother may be related to the Zelley jewelers north of London.   A further search tells us both Zelley 
and Selley are variations of Sealy/Sealey.   And if we go to that name at thepeerage.com, we find 
confirmation.  The one Sealy in the peerage is related to a Carter, which we saw above linked to the 
Styles.  So, again, we see cousins marrying with Styles and Selley: very common in the peerage.  Same 
with the several Sealeys in the peerage, where we find Eileen Egerton Harrison marrying Lt. Col. Sealy 
in  about  1930.   We saw many Egertons  above.   We also  find  a  Charles  Sealy  in  the  East  India 
Company.    

Is the name Sellers also included in this bunch?  A search finds that they may be.  Marilyn Sellers 
married Stephen Murray in 1979.  We saw the Murrays above, Barons of Kincraig.  Stephen Murray's 
father Alexander married a June Rabinovitch, obviously Jewish.  Alexander's grandmother was Jane 
Otway Ford.  These Murrays were and are the Earls of Dunmore.   

Actor Peter Sellers' second wife Miranda Quarry was the granddaughter of Beatrice  Webb.  Besides 
being married to a Quarry, this Webb also married a William Walter Myers.  That name is Jewish, and 
we have seen before that the Webbs are crypto-Jewish.  These Webbs are related to the current Queen 
through a Frances Webb, as I show here.  Miranda Quarry's mother married the 2nd Baron Mancroft, 
Stormont  Mancroft  Samuel.   He changed  his  name,  dropping the  Samuel,  indicating  he  was also 
Jewish.  This is confirmed at Wikipedia, where we are told his grandmother was a Haldinstein and that 
they were all Ashkenazi Jews.  Stormont was a Lt. Colonel and then became minister without portfolio  
under Harold Macmillan.  His daughter married Prince Frederick of Prussia, which means the Prince 
was the step-brother of Miranda Quarry.  It also means the Prince of Prussia married a Jewish girl.  You 
will say, “big deal”, but it is admitted to be a big deal.  On his page, they don't admit that directly, but 
infer it by telling you the marriage was “non-dynastic”.  This means it was against house rules, and the 
Prince's children would not inherit any royal privileges, including succession. 

Miranda Quarry later married the Earl of Stockton, becoming a Countess.  That Earl was a Macmillan, 
like the Prime Minister that appointed Stormont Mancroft.   So how did Peter Sellers get involved in all 
that?  Was he also of the peerage?  Well, he was a Commander, Order of the British Empire, which is a 
strange title to give an actor.  The first thing we learn is that Sellers' mother was a Marks.  Would it  
help if  I  spelled that  Marx?  She was the daughter  of  Solomon Marks,  and all  the names in  the 
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genealogy  are  Jewish  at  this  point.   Explaining  Peter  Sellers'  looks,  I  suppose,  as  well  as  his 
connections.  His grandfather was Israel Mordecai.  An older ancestor was Halevi Marks, just to put to 
rest any doubt.  The Sellers line is actually better scrubbed than the Marx line, which is strange.  You 
would expect the opposite.  We do learn that Peter was a Taylor on his father's side, probably linking 
him to Elizabeth Taylor.  Peter's great-grandmother was a Taylor.  However, we can easily skirt the 
scrubbing, since several other Peter Sellers are listed with genealogies.  The first is from Weinheim,  
Baden, Germany, and he died in 1820.  We find he was actually a Soller.  We find a second Peter 
Sellers, d. 1820, from Bucks County, PA.   He also appears to be Jewish, with many Jewish given 
names in his family.  His father is Samuel and his mother is a Bader.  If we go back, we find he is also a  
Soller.  So if Sellers/Soller is a variation of Selley, then we can also link Selley to Zoeller.  As in the 
golfer Fuzzy Zoeller, and so on. 

At any rate, it looks like Peter Sellers was already of the peerage both through the Sealy and Taylor 
names, so making him a knight may have been a step down—as we saw recently with Mick Jagger as 
well.  

What about the name Shelley?  Does that fit in here, too?  Hard to tell, but the Shelleys have their own 
mysteries.  If we start with the famous poet Percy Shelley, b. 1792, we find his mother's side soon 
scrubbed.  Percy's uncle married Henrietta Hunloke, and her sister married a Keppel.  Keppel is a 
Jewish name, and Hunloke may be as well.   Despite  that,  Henry Hunloke their  father was the 4 th 

Baronet Wingerworth.  A more recent Lt. Col. Henry Hunloke, d. 1978, MP, was descended on his  
mother's side from King William IV (House of Hanover).   This Hunloke did pretty well for himself,  
marrying  Anne  Cavendish,  daughter  of  the  Duke  of  Devonshire.  As  we  find,  this  Hunloke  was 
descended from Philip Charles Sidney, 1st Baron de L'Isle, who was married to Sophia FitzClarence. 
She was the (illegitimate) daughter of William IV, who had been the Duke of Clarence before becoming 
King.  Sidney was half-brother of Shelley, so these are the same Hunlokes.  

Anyway, back to Percy Shelley.  His paternal line is also fudged.  His father's mother is given as Mary 
Michell, daughter of Rev. Theobald Michell (Tredcroft) and Mary Tredcroft (Michell).  What?  Mary 
Tredcrofts' parents aren't given, so we get no clarification on that.  His grandfather's mother is also 
fudged, with a maiden name possibly Plume.  It is a huge red flag that all the women are fudged on 
both sides of his ancestry.  Percy's grandfather Bysshe Shelley is said to be from Essex, New Jersey, 
which is odd.  Also odd to find these pages managed by Michael  Rhodes.  Bysshe's grandmother is 
again fudged, possibly being a Parr.  That would be clue, since it would link them to Catherine Parr,  
wife of Henry VIII.  Another three steps back and we have more Michells, and they lead straight to a 
Middleton.  At this point Erica “the Disconnectrix” Howton takes over as page manager and flushes 
everything straight down the toilet.  So we return to the Shelley line, where we hit a Cromer and then a  
Fiennes.  The Cromer is in the late 1500s, so it is probably a slur of Cromwell.  Fiennes we have also 
seen before.  Think actors Ralph and Joseph Fiennes, etc.  This Anne Fiennes was the wife of Gregory 
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Fiennes,  10th Baron  Dacre.   These  Fiennes  are  related  to  the  Nevilles (Earls  of  Westmoreland), 
Staffords (Dukes of Buckingham), Greys (Earls of Kent), Herberts (Earls of Pembroke), and Percys 
(Earls of Northumberland), so we have just zipped straight to the top, with all the usual suspects in the 
peerage.  This Anne Fiennes, also wife of Henry Shelley, was the daughter of Richard Sackville, which 
also linked them to the Boleyns, Brydges, Thatchers and Devereux.   Here we discover Brydges was 
originally  Brugge,  which  links  them to  Belgium.   Brugge  or  Bruges  means  Bridges  in  Dutch  or 
Flemish.  Before that the Shelleys are related to the Belknaps and Knollys.  We have seen the Knollys  
in previous papers, linked to the crypto-Jewish Riches.  

So although the Shelleys seem to predate the Selleys/Sellers, and are not equivalent, they do seem to 
come from the same crypto-Jewish lines.  The fact that the Shelleys, like the Selleys/Sellers, are related 
to the Greys indicates to me that they all probably come from the same ancestor—an ancestor very 
likely not English.  

What does this all mean for Harry Styles?  It means that his mother's side is far harder to pin down.  It 
is far harder to figure out exactly who she is than his father.  But however you slice it, it looks like  
Styles is from the usual crypto-Jewish lines of the peerage and from great wealth—including banking 
wealth.  Although he has a pretty face and nice hair, it is doubtful that alone won him the attention he is 
now getting.  Like the rest of the famous people being promoted with such abandon, he was born to it. 
They are all sons of daughters of the highest elite—which would explain why so little merit is involved. 
Once the hair goes, it is all downhill.  And since these poor bastards don't know how to take care of  
themselves, the looks don't last long.  We will see if Harry has to fake his death at 26, or if he can hold 
out until he is 40-ish.  Place your bets now.  

As you can see, this was about more important things than Harry Styles, and I could see that going in.  
The Muses told me to look more closely, not so much to out Styles as to further uncover these old 
families in the peerage.  Bigger fish were fried here than little ole Harry.  If you don't follow me, I will  
just  tell  you  that  the  important  things  to  come  away  with  here  are  the  Stanleys  and  Greys  and 
surrounding characters.  In about two dozen papers now I have traced famous people—both from the 
US and UK—back to these central families in Chester and Northumberland.  It looks to me like the 
Jewish invasion of England came first through Anglesey and Mann, proceeding from there to Liverpool 
and Northumberland.  It has since engulfed the entire island, from which it proceeded to engulf the US 
and the rest of the world.  The Stanleys would appear to be the central family, with the Greys being 
prominent early accomplices.  Later the Spencer-Churchills took over a leading role, but they may just  
be the Stanleys under another name.  I am slowly unwinding this, and will continue to do so.  

Some have asked for a genealogical chart of these families, but I don't know enough to compile that 
yet.  Besides, I normally leave those things to others.  I do the primary research and let others collate it.  
I have been through the same thing on my science site, where many readers want me to stop and tidy  
everything up for them, putting everything in nice piles and creating indices and so on.  But I don't see 
that as my job.  That is a job for editors and historians and archivists.  I have new things to discover and 
can't spend all my time spit-shining what I already know.       


